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COMMODORE’S QUARTER DECK
Another season well and truly over, and another year almost. Let’s hope we all
get better weather next year and a better sailing season.
Once again we have had some sad losses this year with members passing away.
I think Bob and I have been to more funerals than ever. Revd. David Tudor
usually takes the local services and I am sure you will agree he makes the
service very personal and comforting.
The Annual Dinner and Dance was again a success being held in the Clubhouse
for the second year running. Next year will be my last and I would like to hear
from member’s as to whether or not they would prefer staying in the Club or
going further afield. Just remember, the drinks are cheaper at the Club, the
Club benefits and there is no extra cost on travel. I look forward to getting your
views.
The AGM did not go as smoothly as the Committee had hoped, but, as I said we
are only laymen who are trying to do the best for the Club. This year for the
first in my recollection we formed a Finance Committee to look at all our
costings and expenditure. The outcome on some of the costings was surprising.
Phil Rich did a fantastic job producing comparable figures for six years and I
would like to thank him for this.
On a lighter note, Children’s Christmas Party, Christmas Dance, New Years
Dance all ready for you to have some fun, so please come and enjoy yourselves.
Finally, Bob and I wish you all the best for the coming season and New Year.

Valerie Deane
Commodore
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SOCIAL EVENTS
We are more than half way through the year now and we have had quite a
few Social Events, some well attended and some not for one reason or
another.
In September we had an Italian Meal on Saturday 15th September with 27
members attending, after dinner we played Bruce Forsyth Play your Cards
Right, we had a lot of fun and prizes were won.
Photo’s on website www.islandyachtclub.org.uk

This was followed by our monthly Quiz on the 29th September with 5
teams taking part, the overall winners were the Painters & Scrubbers with
a total score of 65.
Saturday 20th October was our monthly Quiz with 8 teams taking part, the
overall winners were the French Connection with a total score of 69.
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Saturday 27th October was Halloween Night (Fancy Dress)
Best dressed boy …………………………….and best dress girl

Best dressed adults was Tony Bell and Kellie Dow

an enjoyable evening was had by all.
Saturday 3rd of November was bonfire night with plenty of fireworks,
burgers and fun. Best Guy for the bonfire was won by Joshua Irving.

Saturday 17th of November was the Laying up Supper with 61 members
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attending we enjoyed a great meal provided by Sheila and her team.

and a enjoyable social evening was had by all.
Saturday 24th November was our monthly Quiz Night it was one of the best
so far with 11 teams, overall winners was Magnificent’s with a score of 74.
December 1st Prizegiving
December 16th Children’s Christmas Party
December 22nd Adult Christmas Dance (with Live Music from Sister Sax)
December 31st New Years Eve
Wishing you all Merry Christmas & Happy New Year

Social Secretary Janet Mason
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The Walrus: “Why is the sea so hot” and “Do Pigs have Wings”
I was abroad and could not be at the AGM this year. However our resident
rodent, Water Rat, crept in from the marshes and their observation, of what
apparently turned out to be a lively AGM, follow on the next page. It has to be
said that Progress is often a winding, dividing and rocky path and no matter
how honest the best intentions of our Club Officers are, many members will
have different views.
And there we have the whole point of an AGM, an opportunity for the Club
Officers to establish what the members want. Viva progress and Viva
Democracy.
*************************************************

I hear James Heys managed to achieve a second place at the RYA RIB
Challenge Finals. After Aarons incredible success in this event I think it is easy
to loose focus on just how much effort is needed just to get to the National
final. James, the Cadets that pushed him in the rounds leading up to this and
everyone who organised, trained and supported them should rightly feel proud
of his achievement.
And James should feel very proud of his fantastic effort:
Second in such hotly contested National Championship is still second in the
country. That means you were better than everyone else in the country..
except one.
**********************************************************

In the absence of any sailing reports I note the cruiser racing has died of a bit
the last few years, but some are still out there grabbing the occasional
podiums.
Especially well done Bill Mohon with a first in the Blackwater Race.
*********************************************************

There is a lot about the clubs buoys this issue, Namely Buoys being run down.
As club members we should be vigilant to this sort of thing. If a boat is seen
mowing down one of our buoys, or causing any other damage to property,
jetties or other members boats for that matter then we should getting the name
of the boat and reporting it to the maintenance committee or a club official
For one thing it gives them a chance to repair it before it gets worse, more
expensive, or even gets dangerous. And if the boat can be identified they may
well be able to claim against their insurance.
We are a club and we should be looking out for the club and each other.
I would like to think that if a club member did something like this they would
report it themselves, but if not…then perhaps it is even more important for the
club officers to know.
***************************************************************

It appears Nick Ardley has competition from another Island sailing author.
The tale of “Ipi ’n Tombia”, sistership to our own “Vern”, built in a garden on
Canvey, launched at Dauntless, moored in our creek at Halcon’s from where
she set of on cruise that ends in Andalucia.
See the letter from the author about her book later in the newsletter.
*************************************************************
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The AGM was held on the 25th November when 120
Members attended.
‘The Committee had put forward proposals coming out of the finding of
the newly formed Fees & Subscriptions Sub Committee, which
reviewed all fees and subscriptions. However the Members highlighted
that these proposals were incorrect and the Committee was not able
to go ahead with them.
Proposal C Relating to Senior Citizens Membership fee was correctly
worded and a vote was taken which was 55 for the proposal and 41
against. The meeting stated that the proposal was carried. However
review of the rules highlighted that rule 50 states that a two thirds
majority is required for a proposal to be passed.
In this case that majority was not present, therefore proposal C on the
agenda was not carried’.

Water Rat’s AGM
Jottings...
I was asked by the editor to pick up on how things went... There
will, of course, be a full account, surely, for the member’s get to grips
with and peruse at their leisure whilst sitting on their yacht, whether it
be a motor cruiser, sailing cruiser, rowing boat, sailing dinghy,
catamaran (with sails) or a rib for that matter: all are used in the past
time of ‘yachting’ hence the reason for our club’s name, the Island
Yacht Club – with its eclectic group of vessels and owners!
The secretary’s report went without a hitch: it rarely does... She has
asked, though, that if any member has a ‘gripe’ then please would they
speak to a committee member, or, preferably, write, so that the club’s
committee can address their concerns properly ... rather than just getting
upset, moaning, or spread rumours... So there!
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As one who has had his moments with letters to the committee, they
generally work: a letter has to be dealt with!
During the reports from the various heads of sections that make up the
club all appeared to be fine and dandy: the cadets did well, the adult
dinghies did well, the (sailing) cruisers did well in racing, (and not
mentioned many had a good summer – me included ... cruising under
sail), the motor boats had a good year, work party attendance has been
better ... then the first contentious item reared its lovely head, and boyo-boy, it was a peach...
The club’s committee through a Vice Commodore sub-committee has
been looking at whether or not the system of fees paid by members is
fairly distributed for membership, services, moorings, storage etc.
Each person has a view ... the elected committee had done their work ...
changes are needed.
“One could always go to a marina and pay their bills...” a member
suggested, tongue in cheek, possibly.

Oh yes, know anything about accounting?
A little,
good! Ken Bills needs you...

Water Rat
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Creek Navigation Buoys
Regular users of the creek may have noticed that the navigation buoys have
taken a bit of a battering this year.
One buoy has had a chunk taken out of its quite robust up-stand above the
float – possibly from a propeller. Another, originally manufactured by our
indomitable ‘creek-raker’, William, had its top knocked off. That unit was
replaced with a spare William Mk2 unit that had been sitting around the pound.
A new buoy is being acquired, at great expense, to the membership, to replace
the damaged unit which will slowly fill with water as it soaks into the foam core.
While a replacement buoy was being investigated, the buoyage of the creek
was looked at again: change has occurred on the run out from the outer mooring
fingers on the south side of the creek (This was mentioned in an entry on the
club’s forum). The mud bank extends beyond the mooring run in a ‘banana’
shaped curve towards the current inner red. To alleviate navigation problems an
additional buoy is being purchased at the same time.
When the new buoys arrive
they are to be positioned at the
creek’s entrance. These are 1metre
diameter units with flat bottoms –
properly designed for mud creeks.
The damaged buoy will be
replaced with the current outer
green. It is planned to attempt a
repair on the damaged buoy – it
has a poly-carbonate casing so may
not take a GRP bandage... If
successful it is planned to use this
in place of the William Mk2
buoy...
There will be a few changes
to the buoy lights; these will be
promulgated upon completion on
the club’s web site.
Drawing of new buoys – courtesy
of, EYE Ltd.
Smallgains Marina has been kind enough to ‘go halves’ with the Island
Yacht Club in a continuation of our neighbourly bonhomie... All buoys are to be
correctly numbered too!
Buoyman
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What the well dressed skipper is wearing...
You may remember that very, very, hot weekend we had during August ... the
skipper and I were sailing on the Swale and Medway at the time. In particular on
the Friday at the start of that weekend we had sailed from Conyer to Stangate
Creek. The skipper had a particular wish to explore Burntwick Island, in search of
material for a story. Our intention was to go ashore as the tide went out on the
Saturday morning, so we anchored up a little way down from the remains of the old
hard. This wasn’t our usual spot, we usually settled down in Sharfleet or much
deeper down into Stangate, but with our exploration in mind and the thought of an
early start we decided to be closer to our proposed landing site. Friends of ours
had regularly used this spot so we felt confident with our plan.
After supper and a nightcap and checking around as we always did we settled down
for the night. It must have been about one am when the wind woke me up, nothing
strong, just a strange awareness that what breeze there had been had picked up. I
lay awake and listened for a while and then as the wind picked up further and
feeling a bit nervous I prodded the skipper. His reaction to my concern was to pull
the hatch down off its props and return sleep. I continued to lie awake listening to
the wind getting louder.
Some twenty minutes must have gone by when our peace was shattered - the
dinghy smashed up against the boat! Within seconds the skipper had leapt out of
the bunk and was out of the hatch, I followed rapidly to see a worrying sight. A
breeze had indeed picked up but was going against the tide. Rollers were sweeping
down Stangate creek. It was by now nearly the top of the tide and our dinghy was
being thrown all around the stern of the boat.
The skipper had gone into action whilst I took in the scene. My own next thought,
all at a rush, was life jacket. Any woman who has sailed with a man will be only too
aware of the dreaded problem of loosing that man overboard. A conscious man is
more able to be rescued; but an unconscious man with no lifejacket and a woman
trying to get him out is a different kettle of fish (I’m not being sexist here).
Lifting any dead weight is enough of a problem for a man or a woman, add on
darkness and rollers and you will understand my concern. However much the
skipper and I rehearse possible solutions to this scenario and whatever equipment
we use and I practise with, I would rather he wore a life jacket to increase his
survival chances than not! So, with all of these thoughts I went back below to get
the life jackets for both of us.
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Almost as soon as we had sorted the dinghy out the situation calmed, the tide
turned and the sea became quiet and the wind dropped. I put the kettle on and we
had a cup of coffee and removing the life jackets we settle down back to sleep.
It was only as the skipper was once again gently breathing and I was just about to
drift off that the picture of the skipper came into my mind. I had to laugh, albeit
quickly stuffing my head under the duvet to suppress it: I had just recalled the
sight of the skipper dancing around the deck dealing with the dinghy, wearing what
all well dressed skippers wear on these occasions ... nothing but his lifejacket!!!!!!!!!!!
Christobel Ardley
Whimbrel

“Sailing Friends” and “Who Needs Roller Reefing”
I guess I’m still a relatively new member to “IYC”, it being about three and a half years
now. I was pondering a title for this piece and gave it two which I hope makes sense once
read.
It was in the early spring of 2009 that one weekend as I was proudly working on my
recently acquired yacht “Ragtime Blues” a 28 year old Trapper Ts240 at Dauntless boat
yard having recently been transported there from Liverpool Marina, that I had my first
acquaintance with someone who was to become a great friend and sailing mentor and is a
long time member of the IYC.
“Hi there, is she a Quarter Tonner or Mini Tonner?” I was down below working on the
keel box, as I peered out into the cockpit area to reply I was greeted for the first time by a
friendly face half way up the ladder perched on the side of boat. I replied she’s a
“Quarter tonner”, then we spoke for about 10 mins and I quickly discovered he owned a
Catch 22 (a rather special little twin keel yacht for anyone who is familiar with the IYC
cruiser racing scene) that was in the yard not too far from my boat. I quickly discovered
he had owned a boat called previously “Tiptoe”, and I remembered this little red hulled
plywood hard-chine yacht from my youth, and its reputation, many IYC members I’m
sure would remember that little yacht. In this brief first meeting he very much
encouraged me to take up participating in the “Combined Cruiser Series of 2009” we
exchanged email addresses.
Before this first encounter I thought I was an “OK” sailor, had various 22 footer sailing
yachts before “Ragtime Blues” –a Newbridge Eclipse 22 to name one. I knew how to sail
on all angles to the wind confidently and kind of thought if my sails where hoisted tight
and boom mainsail outhauls where tight I was doing OK. Well I guess I was kind of
doing OK in a “middle of the road” kind of way. Sitting there pointing in the right
direction with sails roughly trimmed.
To now take you forward to the present day some three and a bit years later since my first
encounter with my friend. Well to sum up “MY TECHNICAL AND PRACTICAL
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KNOWLEDGE OF ALL THAT IS SAILING HAS BEEN SO ENRICHED” Over the
last 3 years he has explained to me how yachts really work, what makes a yacht really
sail to windward in a F6-7 well! Now I never just sit in the cockpit steering, I’m
constantly checking and adjusting sail trim whilst sailing, it creeps in all the time even
when simply cruising home from the Medway on a Sunday after a nice night anchored
somewhere. He made me a Genoa in his loft which has as he predicted has seen my boat
improve to windward by about 10%. Also like he predicted the sail performs well in a
wind range from F2 to F6. Throw his careful design and choice of sail material and the
way the sail is constructed (Its tabling etc) the sail has seen me through this range of wind
conditions efficiently and with less strain on the rig and far more efficient than any rolled
up head-sails . This brings me on to ask “Who really needs Roller Reefing headsails?”
OK if I’m suddenly faced with a F7-8 I would need to go on deck and change headsails
to a storm jib but this hasn’t happened yet. I’m truly amazed at how infrequently I have
had to change a headsail now. O.K. sometimes in the gusts I need to spill the main a bit
and having a ¾ rig does mean the headsail is relatively smaller in proportion to the
mainsail than a masthead rig, but even having said that I have a good 130% overlap
genoa he made me so its not that small.
“CCS” racing really is not all about winning its more about for me through my friends
huge enthusiasm and mentoring, making you get more out of your boat, you are
sometimes forced into being in conditions that if you would not be in if cruising through
choice. This makes you push the boat and gain confidence and this equals safety. Let’s
say we are caught in a gale F8 onshore wind, our yachts electrics and engine pack up for
what ever the reason. What would we be wanting then? A yacht that can efficiently take
us away from the shore against the Gale force wind under sail.
OK, enough of rough sailing now, my friend introduced me also to the delights of simple
cruising and just anchoring at port. Sometimes the bright lights of a port where you pay
to moor up can’t be beaten by a quite anchorage (free of charge) such as Stangate creek,
Sharfleets creek and Bedlams bottom. Sipping a beer in the cockpit watching the sun go
down is magical. This brings me to memories of a late season sail in Sept 2011. Glorious
sail over to the Medway and up into Stagnate creek. Once settled on anchor blew up
dinghy and rowed around the creeks as the sun was setting before a late evening supper
back onboard the boat. The sky was red as the sun was setting and in the dinghy I could
explore up tiny creeks, the moon was big and bright and shone a path from it to me in the
dinghy like a search light as I drifted in the dinghy catching the silhouette of wading birds
such as herons and egrets feeding at the waters edge and even a pair of avocets, truly
wonderful and free of charge!. Back on-board in the twilight then for a brew of coffee
and settled down for a peaceful night’s sleep.
I thank my fellow IYC member friend for much of my sailing experiences over the past
three years which have been wonderful! I also thank IYC and all the committee
members, and the CCS committee who work tirelessly behind the scenes to make
competitive sailing happen.
T. Pearce.
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Vin Rouge, Fiestas and a Small Boat:
Through the French Canals to Spain
by Eugenie C Smith
In 1980 my husband, with a little help from myself and our three
children, built a Tyler Tufglass 33’ sailing yacht from a kit in our
back garden at Canvey Island in Essex with a view to sailing to the
warmer climate of Spain. When complete, we named the yacht Ipi
‘n tombia (young African maiden) and set sail from the island. My
new book Vin Rouge, Fiestas and a Small Boat traces the story
from the beginnings in Essex, through the rural beauty of France
via the canals, and finally into the Mediterranean and on to Andalucía.
“Ipi ‘n Tombia”
Leaving
Smallgains

We pursued this dream whilst juggling the responsibilities of family life, pets, and running a
busy overseas property business. Despite our hectic lives, it became an adventure full of
rich experiences where we encountered many colourful characters along the way. From
adorably friendly lock keepers, to boating adventurers, local townsfolk, wayward dreamers,
and nudists, our trip took us on a charming and leisurely drift through heady climates and the
intoxicating French and Spanish cultures.
The journey, however, was not bereft of setbacks, challenges,
and bizarre experiences. We had the usual equipment
problems to deal with, including engine failures, and were
nearly mown down by a huge tanker in the Gulf of Lion. This
was frightening indeed, but there were some shocks of a
different kind waiting for us when we encountered some
nudists in the beautiful bay of Port Lligat!
Sailing in the Mediterranean
Vin Rouge, Fiestas and a Small Boat is available on Kindle and
paperback on Amazon. Visit the Eugenie C Smith books web site
at this address for further details:
http://eugeniecsmithbooks.wordpress.com
Eugenie C Smith, Author
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Down on the waterfront…
During this past year there seemed to have been an unusually high number of boats
left out of the water. It was not just around our own waterfront either, for up and down our
part of the east coast it was the same too. I put it down to the year’s sound bite slogan ‘the
Olympic Legacy...’ people sitting at home, watching the box! Let’s hope for a real legacy,
that is, far greater water-borne activity around our own waterfront and the myriad of others
up and down the coast too. The creeks were quieter though...
During the autumn there was some media ‘physco-babble’ about the loss of mud
along the Southend foreshore. I believe this was related to a perceived loss around the
Crowstone area at Chalkwell and other places – the Environment Agency are even in on
the act... The gist of the piece was that it was all the fault of the Thames dredging
operation.
During the very one sided BBC Essex feature, on a morning breakfast show, I was
left shouting, berating even, the speakers from my breakfast table as I ‘learnt’ that the
ground off Leigh was wasting away too. My mate said, ‘...why don’t you ring up...’ Of
course, changes take place all the time.
Now, if you are a local person and have lived in the area for thirty years or more and
known the shore for longer, what has been blindingly obvious to most if not all boating
people is the reverse here: the Leigh Marsh at the eastern end of Two Tree Island has been
steadily working its way eastwards for many years ... sit outside the Billet (Good beer to be
had...) and take a look at the spread of sprouting patches of cord grass.
I was in a Southend book shop around that time too. On display was a book with lots
of old pictures of the town and its shore. There was a lovely shot of the Crowstone, from
around 1902. That’s 110 years ago. Guess what, around the base of the stone there was a
shingle/shell bed ... so, if the mud is disappearing, the shore is only returning to a
‘condition’ it has been in before.
Now, a thought occurred to me: if Southend wants some mud ... perhaps the
authorities would like a few buckets of ours, we’ll not complain, surely!
Now, while I’m on about silt... Has anyone else seen the way Benfleet Creek’s
silting up? I’ve sailed that area, regularly, for many years, especially early on the flood
when many things can be observed before the tide covers.
The mud horse, I now call Bird Island, between Marks Marsh Island and Two Tree
Island has risen to the level where it is likely to be out of the water for more than 72 hours
next spring – that can only mean one thing. It has become the perfect place for saline
tolerant plants to germinate...
Perhaps that’s where the Crowstone’s silt has gone. No, I believe it is part of a far
greater insidious problem, related to past sea walling ‘mistakes’ ...
Buoys, passive or otherwise, that gently bob in a boat’s wash helping all navigators,
are important. Our buoys, the creek’s port and starboard hand markers, help everyone in
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their passages in and out of Smallgains Creek. The buoys were upgraded some years ago
now; they’re lit too, greatly improving the navigation of the creek in the dark...
The buoys are factory manufactured units apart from one designed and built by a
club member. The manufactured units weren’t cheap. The lights can be seen up to one
nautical mile away, so many of us were completely mystified when it was reported that the
top had been ‘knocked’ off of the home made unit... No one bothered to do anything about
it until ‘Buoy-man’ himself spotted it and walked out to retrieve the top-not and light, well
buggered, of course...
After repairing the spare buoy the buoy-man assembled a crew aboard ‘Willy’s’
dredger to shackle it to its moorings ... which had, conveniently, a temporary marker pickup buoy attached - a green petrol can. Strangely, the old base had also broken free - due to
rusting of the pin threads of a cheap shackle.
One of the crew, a recently retired member, hadn’t ever sailed on Lily, that noisy,
smelly thing... So, while aboard, he enjoyed a spot of raking practice ... passing with flying
colours. I gather he’s planning further excursions. I’ll report!
While out there we all looked at the other buoy I wanted to mention. Someone, a
careful navigator of course, has found it necessary to do their best to destroy one of the
manufactured green buoys. A chunk has been taken out of its body, allowing water to
begin soaking into the foam filled innards. Clearly, it had been run over. The buoy has to
be replaced.
No one owned up to not spotting a flashing light disappearing under their keel. I’m
not surprised, are you...?
It was during a lift out ... I was with a group, ‘the ground crew’ assisting ‘the boy’
who was driving the Big Rig. Boats were coming out in a well oiled relay.
A large bilge keeled vessel owned by an annual visitor to our parts - although a
member - was being positioned for her long winter sojourn. A voice was heard, from a
ground man, “Do you have your own timbers?” as he looked skywards to the boat’s
cockpit.
The reply, after a second call, was a short and sweet nonchalant reply, “...a couple of
sleepers will do...” The speaker, clearly the vessel’s esteemed owner, sat, reposed, in his
cockpit surveying the many minions scampering around to settle his precious craft onto
terra firma while nattering to one of his crew...
It was a wonder he bothered to reply were my thoughts...
Meanwhile, the ground man had called back, “I’ll just mosey over to the pile and
tuck a couple under my arm shall I?’ And as he motioned for some help from those around,
he called back, ‘...some help would be good too!” The last comment contained more than a
modicum of indignation, continuing to mutter as we walked towards the wood pile.
‘Some boat owners seem to think we’re a bloody boat yard...’ the chap muttered to
the tractor driver, a little later too. Did the man help, not likely...
Perhaps non helpers should be charged more, a boatyard rate, fair, surely?
It was the same weekend... A man called to another, “You got the scones with
you...?” He was a lover of those little gems that occasionally appear mid-week as tea break
sustenance for the team.
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“No!” came the short retort. Well, the man had promised that if the weather perked
up he would rustle up a batch. He was heard to add, “Be mince pie time soon...” knowing it
would elicit a reaction.
The man’s face lit up. His eyes widened as he rubbed his tummy, before sighing audibly
with deep longing.
Trouble is the chap isn’t supposed to tuck into such stuff ... I
don’t suppose anyone will tell his wife though, will they!
Ah yes, it was another lift out day ... I was detailed off with a couple of others to
crew the little work boat, BJ, by the ‘main man’ who was to be our captain... The ‘main
man’ had decided to leave ‘tractoring’ to those who really know how to operate them,
‘...good move we all thought!’ The BJ was needed to tow a boat up the creek...
Our captain reached the boat after the crew had done all the preparations, well I
thought we had: on the way down the creek I said, “Where’s all the ropes?”
“What ropes?” a remark drifted from astern.
“The ropes that used to be kept in the locker...” I said: it was completely empty. Old
Dave (Lane) used to keep a store of them aboard because one never knew when... And this
was a ‘when’ (some of them had been my cast-offs too) some might have been needed.
We reached the boat to be towed in double quick time ... the captain clearly only had
two speeds. Stop and Go! We were sent over a tangle of lines fit for a super-yacht with
ship sized monkey’s fists on the ends ... we soon had the little ship lashed alongside.
The three of us were watching the world, as we began to proceed back up the creek
carving an erratic course, when a ‘commanding shout’ wafted across the roar of BJ’s
diesel. “... ‘B- Well move aft you lot...’ I think he said” one of us commented. The poor
man was having a great deal of trouble manoeuvring, bow down, while her crew
obliviously chatted.
Of course, we got there and the boat was safely lifted out...
I should really have been out sailing: the forecast was good ... sun was shining ...
nice tide. But I’d offered my services – foolish boy!

Water Rat

IYC Boats for sale
sale (More details on the IYC Web site)
COLVIC
WHISKY JACK
TRAPPER 300
FAIREY FISHERMAN
MACWESTER ROWAN
McGREGOR
VIVACITY
SADLER 25

MOSS ROSE
TRIMARAN
FLYING FOX
JENNY F
MOUNTAIN ASH
EMILY
GRP
NIPPA II
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26ft
13m
26ft
26ft
22ft
26ft
20ft
25ft

£8,000
£18,000
£7,000
P.O.A.
P.O.A
£10,500
OFFERS
£10,000

